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Eyes to see -  October 10, 2014 
  

 
Its flu shot season time.  Each year I have warned my co-workers not to take the 
shot.  There have been some that have heeded the warning and not taken the flu 
shot but still allow their children to receive them. 
  
I went to the conference room where they were injecting my fellow coworkers 
and politely asked them for the package insert for the current "Flulaval" 
(Influenza Vaccine) for 2014-2015.  I highlighted the portions and sent it to my 
coworkers: 

  

 
  
Another reason to reconsider the flu shot.  The amount of mercury in the flu shots exceed that of OSHA 
guidelines. 
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I sent a snapshot of an common website stating that the mercury in the flu shot "is very toxic": 
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Looking at the Flu vaccine insert that I grabbed from this years flu shot campaigns it states “Each 0.5ml 
dose contains 25 mcg mercury.”   
  
So how  can you convert from ppm to mcg? 

  
http://www.endmemo.com/sconvert/ug_mlppm.php 
Microgram/ml ↔ Part/million Conversion Table 
  

 
  

I tried to reason by my work's internal documents stating that we are not to throw batteries into the trash if 
they contain more than 5ppm of mercury.   The shots contain 5 times more (25ppm) than the trash can 
battery limit of 5ppm. 
  
If we are not to trash batteries with 5 ppm of mercury since it’s bad for the environment (aka bad for the 
human body if the mercury gets into the water system and we drink or eat it) then why is it permissible to 
take in a flu shot with 5 times more mercury? 
  
There was still a person that didn't listen to me this year.  My last year warning to that person was 
answered by laughing and brush off.  In the following week that person receive many of the "side effects" 
of the shot.  That person is now desiring to see how many side effects this year shot will bring!  (since 
getting the shot late on Thursday - that person has gotten 2 symptoms: soreness and headache  in the 
following 24 hours.) 
  
In years past I've gone to the government website, https://vaers.hhs.gov/data/index , and downloaded the 
3 files for each year, linked them together and was able to show the reported side effects of the vaccines 
to include Autism, Paralysis and death. 
  
I've shown the witches brew of chemicals in the various  vaccines - aborted fetus , formaldehyde…. 
  
Still people are lining up like cattle to be slaughtered and becoming upset if you tell them not to. 
  
What does the bible say about these people?  That they are blind - Mt13:15.  
  

RSV Matthew 13:15  For this people's heart has grown dull, and their ears are heavy of hearing, and 
their eyes they have closed, lest they should perceive with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and 
understand with their heart, and turn for me to heal them.'   
  

Once your eyes are open then how wonderful it is -Mt13:16 
  
RSV Matthew 13:16  But blessed are your eyes, for they see, and your ears, for they hear.   
  

An evil spirit is across the land and mere words won't break them out of the spell that they are under.  
How then to wake them up? 
  
By prayer and fasting.  It may take years of praying before certain entrenched spirits are rooted out - but 
that is the job we are given. 
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